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they would come through. The taxes they had to pay were
heavier than those of the collective peasants. Many declared
that the taxes alone would absorb the whole of their wretched
harvest. Thus even the statements made to foreign journalists
under Ogpu surveillance show that the individual peasants
must become victims of the famine unless they can find work
in Kiev or elsewhere. The systematic method pursued by
Moscow to make the individual peasants victims of the catas-
trophe is best shown by the decree issued in the late autumn
of 1934 on the collection of taxes from these peasants. This
decree, whose contents were published all over the world,
burdened these unfortunates not only with a money tax, but
further ordained that anyone "maliciously" failing to carry
out the sowing plans should be taxed double. Finally, it
ordained that the local authorities might increase the tax
by 50 per cent where there was a particularly good harvest.
The aim of these decrees is evident. As Mr. ChamberKn has
pointed out in his reports, the Soviet Government exploits the
famine in order systematically to destroy certain categories of
people.
At the end of October the Moscow correspondents of the
New York Times> having made a further journey to the Ukraine,
were compelled to admit frankly, despite all their former
optimistic utterances, that an "interesting migration" of the
population, as these gentlemen call it, from the drought-
stricken district of Apostolovo had begun. Some thousands
of people, they telegraphed, would be leaving this district
before winter, many of them because of the failure of the
harvest through the drought. The mere fact that thousands
were leaving the district, they went on to say, proved that
there would be no famine that winter in the Apostolovo district,
because there would be all the more bread for those who
remained behind. One would almost feel that Mr. Denny
regarded the flight of these unfortunates from starvation as a
positive cause for satisfaction. The movement (the "interesting

